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Virtual events offer an engaging, accessible, and 
environmentally-friendly addition/alternative to in-person events.

3Introduction

62 million downloadsAnd demand is surging, with videoconferencing apps experiencing a record  in one 

week in March 2020. But the process of relocating, or bridging, an event from the conference hall to the 

computer raises a question for event organizers around the world:

How do you communicate the value of your virtual event to potential sponsors?  

Mainnet by Messari

It’s against this backdrop that the Bitcoin and crypto media company Messari launched its inaugural virtual 

event  with the Hopin platform — and promptly secured $220,000 in event sponsorship.

Having run both physical and virtual events, we’ve seen that the mix of value for sponsors is a little 

different online. So while brands are naturally skeptical about events, that value is still there. 


We sold packages ranging from $2,000 to $50,000, and we got very positive feedback 


about the results.

Ryan Selkis

Founder and CEO of Messari

Yes, it’s possible to secure six-figure sponsorship revenue for virtual events today. But only if you’re able to 

fully re-create your event’s live experience in a digital venue and enhance the value that sponsors receive. 

This whitepaper is a guide on how to do exactly that.

You don’t have to lose the valuable networking and serendipitous connections from your events 

when they move to virtual. Today’s technology allows us to closely replicate the value of live events 

— and even enhance it. In fact, online events reveal a world of attendee data and intent that is 

crucial for marketing teams. 

Dave Schools

Head of Marketing at Hopin 

Choosing the right virtual platform for your event can be a tough choice, but in order to offer the substantial 

value packages to your sponsors that are covered in this report, you’ll need features that allow for an 

increased level of interaction for your attendees at the event. This way, they’ll be motivated to show up and 

remain engaged. For example, the average turnout rate for all events hosted on Hopin is 77%. This stat is 

one example of how the platform you choose helps demonstrate the benefits of their events to sponsors.

https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/30/video-conferencing-apps-saw-a-record-62m-downloads-during-one-week-in-march/
https://mainnet.events/
https://messari.io/
https://hopin.to


Benefits Delivered to Virtual Event Sponsors

4Sponsor Benefits

Pre-Event Event marketing

Dedicated email messages

Landing and registration page branding

Press list

Social media promotion

During Event Reception branding

Dedicated expo booth sessions

Mainstage and banner branding

Sponsored chat messages

Social media promotion during event

Post-Event Inclusion in digital event bag

Social media promotion

List of leads who expressed interest in Booth

Attendee contact list

Event data and analytics

Event recordings and transcripts for content repurposing

Movement tracking and advanced analytics*

Include branding in all attendee emails*

PRO PLAN* Requires Hopin

Of course, this is a short list of benefits you can offer your sponsors — the options for packages are almost 

unlimited. The next page describes an example of how Messari created tiers of sponsor packages that they 

used to generate $220,000 from sponsors for their event hosted on Hopin.

Below is a list of how you can offer deliverables to your sponsors before, during, and after your virtual event.



Blueprint for Virtual Event Sponsorship Packages

5Example of Sponsor Packages

Expo Booth Tier 2 Tier 1 Title

Cost $2,000 $10,000 $25,000 $50,000

# Available 20 5 5 2

Inclusion in Event Marketing Materials
Pre-Event Marketing

x x

Dedicated Attendee Email x

[#] Word Description in Pre-Event Email x

[##] Word Description in Pre-Event Email x

Landing Page Logo & Link (Top Tier) x

Landing Page Logo & Link (Mid Tier) x x

Registration Page Logo & Link (Top Tier) x

Registration Page Logo & Link (Mid Tier) x x

Social Media Promotion (Pre-Event) x

Access to Press List x x

Inclusion in Sponsor List on Twitter x x x x

Complimentary Tickets
Access

2 5 10 20

Additional Staff Pass Discount 5% 10% 10%

Ticket Discount Code 5% 5% 10% 10%

Logo & Link on Exterrnal  Reception (Top Tier)On-Site Marketing
x

Logo & Link on External Reception (Mid-Tier) x x

Logo & Link on Internal Reception (Top Tier) x

Logo & Link on Internal Reception (Mid-Tier) x x

Expo Booth (1 day) x

Expo Booth (2 days) x x x x

Expo Booth Prioritization Low Mid Mid High

Expo Booth Sizing Small Small Medium Large

Branded Sessions (1 per day) x x

Speaker Spot (1) x

Mainstage Break Adroll (15 seconds) [#] [#]

Mainstage Break Adroll (30 seconds) [#]

Mainstage Break Adroll (Prior to Keynote) [#]

Sponsored Chat Messages [#] [#]

Social Media Promotion (During Event) x

TBI Background Banner (During Event) x x

Branding on Mainstage feed x

Opportunity to have On-site Moderators x

[#] Word Description in Post-Event Email
Post-Event Marketing

x

[##] Word Description in Post-Event Email x

Inclusion in Digital Event Bag x x x

Social Media Promotion (Post-Event) x

Contact List of Booth Attendees
Post-Event Data

x x x

Access to Attendee List x x

Access to Event Data x x

Access to Event Recordings/Transcripts x x

[Organizers Own Product/Service] 

Pro AccountsMisc. 5 5



65 Ways You Can Deliver 6-Figure Value to Your Virtual Event Sponsors

So, how do you actually 
deliver 6-figure value to 
virtual event sponsors?



75 Ways You Can Deliver 6-Figure Value to Your Virtual Event Sponsors

1. Capture More Granular Prospect Data

But, as it turns out, an online event platform can automatically capture a much more granular and nuanced 

look at this prospect data. Sponsors can get a clear view of exactly who showed interest in their products or 

information without disturbing the event experience.

At in-person events, badge scanning allows organizers and sponsors to understand basic 

location information about attendees at certain checkpoints at a conference: the expo booth, 


the mainstage, the afterparty, etc. 

Hopin event sponsors are often impressed with the prospect data they gain access to, especially 

in-event prospect data. At a live in person event, you can observe people talking and get a vague 

sense of how everything is going. But within the Hopin platform, you can capture metrics you’ve 

never been able to gauge before and show sponsors the community and connection 


forming in the data.

Erin Coriell

Head of Account Management at Hopin

Data Points You Can Provide Online Event Sponsors

Where individual attendees went in the event and how 
long they stayed there

Number of attendees in event over time and where 
they were

All previously listed data points

Tracked users and number of clicks in each 

Expo booth

Hopin PRO

Attendee data - first name, last name, email, 

city (if added), ticket type

Live number of attendees in event

Number of registrations tracked weekly

Number of registration page visits tracked daily

Total ticket sales and tracked daily

Number of turnouts w/ percentage

Who turned out at the event

Visits and registrations by country

Referrer, device, browser, tickets ratio sold

Number of total connections made at event

Number of connections each attendee has

List of who each attendee connected with

Number of connection requests received and number 
given per each attendee

Download connection summary (CSV)

Download event chat (HTML)

Download video recordings of Stage, Sessions, and 
Booth (MP4s)

Download Session chat and Booth chat

Hopin

https://hopin.to


85 Ways You Can Deliver 6-Figure Value to Your Virtual Event Sponsors

2. Offer Extensive Control Over Brand Exposure

“64% of event marketers say brand exposure is the primary reason they host events.” *

Capturing the visual real estate of an event through hallway banners, mainstage branding, and paper event 

agendas is incredibly valuable in developing brand exposure with attendees both in the moment and in the 

photos and videos that live on after the event. 

But when an event moves online to a limited webinar or video meeting tool, sponsors can lose this 


brand exposure.

That’s where a virtual venue platform such as Hopin gives event sponsors a significant advantage. 

Organizers can give sponsors more opportunities and control over how their signage and branding appears 

on the screen, amplifying the reach of their branding outside the physical event space. 

We’ve had brands connect up to 100,000 attendees inside Hopin, but they can also simulcast to 

YouTube and Facebook to reach millions live. With a branded backdrop behind a speaker, it’s 

amazing how much bigger of an audience a brand can reach when they move their event online. 

And, unlike a physical event, sponsors can follow virtual badge scans to see exactly where and 

when attendees engaged with their branding.

Brónagh Crowley

Head of Business Development at Hopin

With everything being done via video on the main stage, in one native environment, we found we 

could deliver more unique adrolls for our sponsors – not just a screen with a background of logos. 

We could also send attendees inside or outside the Hopin platform with custom call-to-action links 

so they could engage with what they were looking at in a very immediate sense.

Ben O’Neill

Director of Strategy and Growth at Messari, 


which hosted its inaugural virtual event Mainnet by Messari with Hopin

* “2020 Event Marketing Report,” Bizzabo, https://welcome.bizzabo.com/event-marketing-2020

https://messari.io/
https://mainnet.events/
https://welcome.bizzabo.com/event-marketing-2020
https://hopin.to
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3. Build Engaging Digital Expo Booths

The exposition hall is a timeless event tradition that allows sponsors to create a branded space 

to engage one-on-one or one-to-many with attendees. 

But as effective as it’s been over the years, it’s always come with some limitations: expo hours are limited, 

attendees must choose between event presentations and engaging with sponsors, and sometimes the 

activity and crowds prevent everyone that wants to approach the booth from doing so.  

The sponsorship experience on Hopin allows sponsors to maximize their attendee touchpoints both by 

networking in the main event and maintaining a digital sponsor booth in the expo space. Attendees can 

watch pre-recorded content, engage in a live video session and chat, or move the conversation to a private 

meeting — and the booth sponsor’s team can manage it all with the organizer simultaneously.

 to learn more about the sponsor booth experience on the Hopin platform. Click here

Note: This whitepaper is periodically updated when new features are released. Hopin's latest 

features that benefit sponsors can be found in the Appendix at the end of this whitepaper.

A dedicated virtual expo area stays open throughout the entire event, which means attendees can 

go and visit the expo booth even while other events are going on. Attendees can also navigate the 

event picture-in-picture, so they can be investigating sponsors and initiating chats without missing 

any of the mainstage content – something that’s simply not possible in a physical venue.

Erin Coriell

Head of Account Management at Hopin

Hopin Expo Booth Features

Live stream, pre-recorded video, or combination

Custom call to action button

Add custom event offer

Multiple staff moderators

Group booth chat and private chat

Text chat and live video chat with attendees

Features

Bulk invite vendors/sponsors and have the vendors set 
up their own booths*

WCAG accessibility compliance

Ability to tag vendors and filter by tags

Multiple CTA buttons in booths

Ability to embed presentations in booths

Features Coming Soon

PRO PLAN* Requires Hopin

https://www.notion.so/Virtual-Expo-Guide-8cad59f412ab47789a5da80a735e1ed5
https://hopin.to
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4. Create Incredibly Targeted Messaging

Conferences gather a unique group of people into one place to learn new things and engage with 

like-minded individuals. Conference sponsors then have an opportunity to reach that audience 

with targeted messaging through educational sessions, high-visibility moderating, poll data, 


and serendipitous networking. 

While broadcast-format online events lose this ability to target messaging, event platforms like Hopin 

translate and elevate this targeted messaging in both subtle and demonstrative ways. 

For example, sponsors can host a full session themselves, or speak or moderate in a room, with 

pre-recorded or live content and customizable calls-to-action. 

A sponsor can control everything about the event or session they sponsor. They decide who 

appears on camera, what kind of promotions attendees receive before and after the session, and 

even the name of the venue where the session takes place. Baked into their sponsorship is the 

ability to point the value in the session back to their brand.

Brónagh Crowley

Head of Business Development at Hopin

Example of the sponsored rooms inside the Hopin platform

https://hopin.to
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5. Support Effective Post-Event Follow Up 

One of the main reasons companies sponsor live events is to capture new lists of potential 

prospects — both attendees who signed up for the event and attendees who sought out the 

sponsor directly. Reaching out to attendees after meeting in person, or at least attending the 

same event, is crucial for developing warm relationships with prospective customers. 

In moving an event online, it’s natural for sponsors to wonder how the digital nature of the event will impact 

post-event follow up. But a platform like Hopin ensures that sponsors have access to detailed information 

about attendees’ title, event and expo activity, and interests to make their follow-up very effective. 

The biggest question sponsors have is whether or not ROI exists when you’re not able to take 

meetings in person, whether they really can generate leads. But our feedback from our sponsors on 

that and other points was overwhelmingly positive. 

Ben O’Neill

Director of Strategy and Growth at Messari, 


which hosted its inaugural virtual event Mainnet by Messari with Hopin

Why is post-event follow up so effective for online events? 

Because the nuance in the data you can capture allows online event sponsors to see the ROI of their 

engagement and create specific actions for follow up, such as in the following examples:

 of marketers cite events as the most successful tactic for generating qualified top-of-funnel leads*68%

Read*“2018 Demand Generation Benchmark Survey Report,” Demand Generation. 

Comprehensive attendee data

Attendee data from expo booth

Event recordings

Chat transcripts for event chat, booth chat, 

and sessions chat

Poll data from event

Post-Event Data

Add attendees to promotional offers after your event 

to to build relationships and increase brand awareness

Identify and follow up with leads who have expressed 
interest in a product or service

Repurpose content for ongoing marketing initiatives

Observe “Voice of customer” data for marketing 

and outreach efforts

Capture customer insights and behavior to inform 
campaigns and ask follow up questions

Use Case

Post-Event Data Use Cases

https://messari.io/
https://mainnet.events/
http://e61c88871f1fbaa6388d-c1e3bb10b0333d7ff7aa972d61f8c669.r29.cf1.rackcdn.com/DGR_DG072_SURV_BenchmarkSurvey_Jan_2018_Final.pdf



12Tips and Takeaways

Six-Figure Sponsorship Tips and Takeaways

Outline clear 


sponsorship packages

Prepare tiers for virtual event sponsorships just like you would 

for a physical event so brands can clearly see what they’re 

getting out of their sponsorships.  

Embrace an extended 


sales cycle 

While physical events have a cut off time several weeks before 

an event, virtual events leave much more time in the sales cycle 

so you can meet your capacity. 

Offer valuable 

between-session clips

Offer promotions in between keynote sessions, like commercial 

breaks, to give top-tier sponsors a unique amount of airtime.

Customize the timing to 

your audience, not the 


time zone

Removing the limitations of a physical event allows you to 

access your various geographical markets with 24/7 events that 

“chase the sunrise” around the world, or changing the priority of 

sponsors based on different days of the event – two features 

that would be nearly impossible to achieve in person. 

Ask sponsors to prepare 

content in advance

Let sponsors know they can pre-record expo booth materials, 

enabling them to respond to live chats while attendees access 

branded messaging on their own schedule. 

Encourage sponsors to be 

educational, not promotional

Push sponsors to demonstrate their proficiency for attendees 

with educational content that highlights their expertise and 

supports their content marketing efforts. 

Prepare sponsors to 


plan staff effectively

Advise sponsors to spread out their team, potentially planning 

for one person to manage the booth, one person to navigate the 

live networking sessions, and so on.

Invite VIPs to appear 


at sponsor booths

Highlight for sponsors that, without the restrictions of in-person 

crowding, it’s easier to bring VIP speakers to a booth for short 

presentations that draw a crowd.



13Conclusion

Building Events – And Value – Beyond Limits

As you consider your options for moving your in-person event online, or launching your virtual 

events strategy from ground zero, we invite you to capture and elevate that experience for your 

sponsors and partners, too.

When you move your event online, you can create an engaging, exciting, and high-value environment for 

your attendees — and your potential sponsors. It’s this combination of rich connection, comprehensive 

customization, and effective lead generation that lets today’s event organizers create lasting six-figure 


value for event sponsors.

Maria Sofia Jamal

Get in touch.

Email: sales@hopin.to

Twitter: @hopinofficial

Website: hopin.to

Hopin is the world's leading all-in-one virtual event platform. 

I was initially skeptical of a virtual summit, but at the end of our five-week series, I just have to say, 

kudos to you all! Our virtual event has been a success, and we have already identified and followed 

up with more prospects than we ever have at any conference in our history.

Virtual Event Sponsor

June 2020The Culinary Institute of America, 

https://hopin.to/case-studies/culinary-institute
https://hopin.to
mailto:sales@hopin.to
https://twitter.com/hopinofficial


14Appendix

Appendix: Hopin’s Latest Features For Sponsors

Google Slides in Hopin Expo Booths August 17, 2020

Now you can easily put in images, slides, and presentations in booths via Google Slides. 

It opens up a whole new world of storytelling and creativity inside your event booths, whether it's 

presentation slides, GIFs, videos — all the flexibility and functionality of Google Slides is now available in 

your Hopin Expo booths! 

 to see how it worksClick here

https://www.loom.com/share/4deef451352a43399bc7302e4369efa6

